Naxos Music Library

Naxos Music library can be searched by composer, work, genre and label; by keyword search and by a sophisticated advanced search engine with up to 11 combined search criteria.

In addition to listening to recordings, NML provides liner notes for most recordings. Listeners can create personalized playlists or use predefined Naxos Music Library playlists. For student around the world the library also offers playlists for graded music exams (ABRSM, Trinity/Guildhall) in various categories and grades.

Quick Search

- Enter in the Keyword, Disc, Composition Title, Composer or Artist in the Keyword Search text box
- Choose the Search pushbutton
- Click on the information icon for further instructions
- The keyword search results will display as a list
- To refine the results list, add extra search terms
- Choose your keywords carefully. E.g. “Beethoven”, “Piano Quintet”, “Eroica symphony”
- Keyword Search ignores common words and characters and does not support "wildcard" searches. It searches for the exact words that are entered in the search box
- Click on the item that you would like to access
• View information about the work, cover art and liner notes
• Create a playlist by selecting the tracks that you wish to hear
• Choose the **Play selection** to load the Naxos Music Library Media Player and use the navigation icons to move through the playlist
Catalogue and Advanced Search

- In the Catalogue search enter in a term in the text box and search. The result list will display the details of the musical work and the Naxos recording catalogue number.

- Use the Advanced Search if you have specific details of the musical performance, recording, arrangement, country or year.
- Enter in the details and click Search.
- Click on the magnifying glass for a list of terms to browse and select.

Recording catalogue details

Click for an index to browse

Enter in known terms about performance & click Search

Extensive index